
  

 
CALLS FOR 
SERVICE 

122 REPORTS 
WRITTEN 

10 TRAFFIC STOPS 43 BAKER ACTS  

WATCH COMMANDER:    Cmdr Neat DATE:   2/9/2020 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Disturbance 
Domestic 

20-13254 Surrey Court S1 was arrested for domestic battery and domestic battery by 
strangulation after striking and choking his fiancé during an 
argument.  Report by Deputy Lane. 

Missing 
Person 
(Recovered) 

20-13194 State Road 100 & 
I95 

A traffic stop was conducted on a vehicle associated with M1 that 
was entered missing by the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office. RP, the 
person who had M1 entered as missing, and the registered owner 
of the vehicle, advised she had M1 entered missing after she did 
not return the borrowed vehicle.  Report by Deputy Denker. 

Drunk 
Person 

20-13284 Kingswood Drive 
(Circle K) 

Units responded to the Circle K gas station reference a male that 
had been inside the women’s bathroom for over 40 minutes.  
Deputy Denker and Sergeant Goncalves made contact with S1 and 
he was sleeping on the floor.  Paramedics responded and S1 
became aggressive inside the ambulance, while out in the parking 
lot S1 became agitated and began disrupting business.  S1 took his 
shirt off and challenged Deputy Denker and Sergeant Goncalves 
along with other customers to a fight.  S1 was placed under arrest 
and began to resist as he was being placed in the back of the patrol 
vehicle kicking Deputy Denker in the chest.  After the strike, 
Sergeant Goncalves assisted S1 of the vehicle to the ground and he 
became compliant.  S1 was charged with Disorderly Intoxication, 
Resisting an Officer with Violence and Battery on Law Enforcement 
Officer.  Report by Deputy Denker, no injuries reported. 

Suspicious 
Vehicle  

20-13310 S Old Dixie 
Highway 
(Country Hearth 
Inn) 

Deputy Gaddie located a RV behind the business.  A male was 
barely able to be seen inside the RV and did not move or respond to 
any announcements for 45 minutes.  Fearing the subject may be 
having a medical emergency a window was opened.  SWAT 
responded and the subject was extracted from the RV still 
breathing with a gunshot. 
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